Swain 01A AV rack.

1) Crest Audio Amp needs to be switched on at start up, and switched off when you finish with the cabinet. Volume control is on the top right of the switcher. There is a Mute button. (Just left of the mic input and control).

2) Turn on projector using the remote in the drawer. Press "ON" and hold until amber and green light are on. Release and press again - only the green light should be lit.

3) 1st bank of switches on the Extron switcher corresponds to "RGB1" on the remote. VGA - "Laptop" corresponds to the VGA cable in the drawer that plugs into the VGA out of the laptop. There is a mini 1/8" stereo cable associated with the VGA cable (audio out on the computer). "16mm Audio" corresponds to the projector in the booth.

4) 2nd bank of switches on the Extron switcher corresponds to "S-VHS" on the remote. Select the source you wish to play from. (miniDV/VHS, DVD, DVCAM) This is the highest video quality playback from the source devices and play only on the overhead projector.

5) 3rd bank of switches on the Extron switcher corresponds to "Video" on the remote. Select the source you wish to play from. This is a composite signal and can be viewed on the TVs in the room in addition to the overhead projector. (AUX (input found below the DVCAM unit), miniDV/VHS, DVD, DVCAM)

On the Extron, the next item is the volume knob, mute button and a separate volume/mix for the microphone.

To power down the rack:
Turn off the Crest Audio Amp.
Press "OFF" on the projector remote, holding it until the green light goes out, leaving only the amber light. The projector will cool down from there and cycle off once this process is complete.

Report technical difficulties to:
Mike Nutt  843.9263
or
Mark Robinson 843.6519